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THEOREMS ON CART AN SUBALGEBRAS LIKE

SOME ON CARTER SUBGROUPS

BY

ERNEST L. STITZINGER

Abstract. We consider some results on the Cartan subalgebras of a solvable Lie

algebra which are analogues to some results on Carter subgroups of a finite solvable

group. Only solvable Lie algebras are considered here.

Much attention has recently been given to the Carter subgroups in finite solvable

groups. Since the Carter subgroups are analogues of the Cartan subalgebras of a

Lie algebra, it would seem to be of interest to see which of the results on the former

are shared by the latter. It has been shown in various places (see for instance [10])

that Cartan subalgebras exist in any solvable Lie algebra. Under certain conditions

it has been shown that all Cartan subalgebras of a solvable Lie algebra are con-

jugate (see [2] and [10]). However, in general this result fails; in fact, there exist

solvable Lie algebras whose Cartan subalgebras are of different dimensions [10].

The present paper continues the investigation into which properties of Carter

subgroups are shared by Cartan subalgebras. At times a result and its proof carry

over virtually unchanged while at other times this is not the case. All Lie algebras

considered here are solvable and finite dimensional. The nil-radical of a Lie

algebra L will be denoted by N(L). L is said to be of nilpotent length t if t is the

smallest natural number such that there exists a chain of ideals of L,

0 = I0cL1c...c¿( = Li

such that each factor is nilpotent.

We begin by recording the following characterization of Cartan subalgebras

which is certainly widely known.

Lemma 1. Let H be a nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra L. The following are

equivalent:

(1) H is a Cartan subalgebra ofL,

(2) if K is a subalgebra of L, H^K^L, then K is its own normalizer in L, and

(3) every maximal chain joining H to L has the property that any member of the

chain is self-normalizing in the next.
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Proof. That (1) implies (2) is shown in Theorem 2 of [2] and (2) obviously implies

(3). Assume that (3) holds and let x be in the normalizer of H but not in H. Put

AT=<x, //>. Then //<= K can be completed to a maximal chain joining H to L so

that H must be self-normalizing in K which is not the case.

We would like to consider the relationship of Cartan subalgebras to the Lie

algebra analogue of system normalizers of P. Hall. With the apparent lack of any

suitable Lie algebra analogue to Sylow systems, we propose to consider the Lie

algebra counterpart to the abstract definition of system normalizers as given in [8].

Let L be a solvable Lie algebra and let M(L) be the set of all subalgebras A of L

with the following properties :

(1) A can be joined to L by a chain of subalgebras of L each maximal and self-

normalizing in the next.

(2) No maximal subalgebra of A is self-normalizing in A.

Since a Lie algebra is nilpotent if and only if all its maximal subalgebras are ideals

[1], M(L) consists precisely of those subalgebras of L which are nilpotent and

satisfy (1). The minimal members of M(L) are a Lie algebra counterpart to system

normalizers of finite solvable groups. By Lemma 1, the Cartan subalgebras of L are

contained in M(L) and hence each Cartan subalgebra contains a minimal member

of M(L).

Lemma 2. Let L be a Lie algebra, N be an ideal of L and D e M(L). Then

D + N¡NeM(L/N).

Proof. Straightforward.

Carter has shown [4, Theorem 5.6] that in groups of nilpotent length 2 or less,

the Carter subgroups and the system normalizers coincide. The analogue of this

result holds in Lie algebras; that is, in a Lie algebra L of nilpotent length 2 or less

the Cartan subalgebras coincide with the minimal members of M(L). We show in

fact the following result which only appears to be more general.

Theorem 1. Let L be a Lie algebra of nilpotent length 2 or less. Then the Cartan

subalgebras ofL are precisely those subalgebras in M(L).

Proof. If L is nilpotent, then the result is trivial. We let L be of nilpotent length

2 and proceed by induction on the dimension of L. Let D e M(L) and let

D — Do^-^D^L be a chain of subalgebras of L each maximal and self-

normalizing in the next. If D is maximal in L, then the result is immediate. If D

is not maximal in L, then D is a Cartan subalgebra of Dt by induction. Dt is self-

normalizing inL and L has nilpotent length 2, hence L=Dt + N(L). Now Dt n N(L)

is an ideal in Dt and Dt n N(L) is not self-normalizing in N(L) since N(L) is

nilpotent and Dt^N(L). Then, since Dt is maximal and the L-normalizer of

A n N(L) contains Dt properly, Dt n A^L) is an ideal of L. Then L/N(L)

~ A/A n N(L) is nilpotent and hence A/A n N(L) is a Cartan subalgebra of

LIDt n N(L). Consequently D is a Cartan subalgebra of L by Lemma 4 of [2].
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Therefore each element of M(L) is a Cartan subalgebra of L and since each

Cartan subalgebra of L is contained in M(L), the result holds.

In groups of nilpotent length three or less, Carter has shown in Theorem 2 of

[6] that any system normalizer must be contained in precisely one Carter subgroup.

The analogous result holds for Lie algebras; that is, in a Lie algebra L of nilpotent

length 3 or less each minimal member of M(L) is contained in precisely one

Cartan subalgebra. We can show this result in slightly more general form.

Theorem 2. Let L be of nilpotent length 3 or less. Then each element of M(L)

is contained in precisely one Cartan subalgebra ofL.

Proof. If L is of nilpotent length 2 or less, then the result holds. Therefore let

L have nilpotent length 3 and proceed by induction on the dimension of L. Let

D e M(L). Then D + N(L)¡N(L) is a Cartan subalgebra of L/N(L) by Lemma 2

and Theorem 1. Let F be a Cartan subalgebra of D + N(L). Then by Lemma 4 of

[2], Fis a Cartan subalgebra of L and clearly E+ N(L) = D + N(L). Let S=E+ N(L).

For x e D, let Sx be the Fitting null component of ad x acting on 5 and let

k= nsx.
xsD

Since D is nilpotent, D^K. If y <£ K, then y$Sx for some x e D and [y, x] $ Sx.

Hence A' is self-normalizing in S. Furthermore,

K = Kn(D + N(L)) = D + (KnN(L)).

Since the inner derivation of each element of D is nilpotent acting on K, since

K n A^(L) is an ideal of K and since K n N(L) is nilpotent, using Engel's Theorem,

Ä"is nilpotent. Therefore A'is a Cartan subalgebra of L. Therefore each element of

M(L) is contained in a Cartan subalgebra of L.

Suppose that D is contained in Cartan subalgebras Ex and E2 of L. Then

EX+N(L)IN(L) = D + N(L)IN(L) = E2 + N(L)IN(L), hence EX + N(L) = D + N(L)

= E2+N(L). Then Ex = Exn (N(L) + D) = (EX n N(L)) + D and E2 = (E2 n N(L))

+ D. Let A be a minimal ideal of L. By induction A +EX = A +E2. Now Ex and E2

are both Cartan subalgebras of A + Ex and A + Ex evidently has the property that

the intersection of the members of the lower central series of A+Ex is abelian.

So by a discussion on p. 117 of [10], Ex and E2 must be conjugate under /-Had a

for some a e A. Also A, as a minimal ideal of L must be in the center of N(L), hence

Ex n 7V(F) = F2(/+ad a) n N(L)

= (E2 r\ N(L))iI+ad a) = E2r\ N(L).

Then F, = (Ex n N(L)) + D = (E2n N(L)) + D = E2.

We shall find a characterization of Cartan subalgebras by strengthening (1) in

the definition of M(L). If A and B are subalgebras of F and B is maximal and self-

normalizing in A, then let coreA (B) be the maximal ideal of A which is contained
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in B. Let L be a solvable Lie algebra and let M(L) be the set of all subalgebras A of

L with the following properties :

(1) There exists a chain A = AQC ■ ■ ■ <=An=L of subalgebras of L each maximal

and self-normalizing in the next.

(2) AtlcoreAi + 1 (A¡) is nilpotent.

(3) There does not exist a subalgebra K of A such that K is maximal and self-

normalizing in A and K/coreA (K) is nilpotent.

Lemma 3. Le/ L be a nonnilpotent, solvable Lie algebra and let C be a Cartan

subalgebra of L. Then L contains a self-normalizing maximal subalgebra M which

contains C and M¡coreL (M) is nilpotent.

Proof. Let K be the intersection of the members of the lower central series of L

and let G be a proper subalgebra of K which is an ideal of L and is maximal with

these properties. Now (C+G)/G is a Cartan subalgebra of L/G and there exists a

maximal self-normalizing subalgebra M\G of L/G which contains (C+G)/G by

Lemma I. Obviously MjG does not contain K/G and hence M/G + K/G=L/G.

Furthermore M/G n K/G is an ideal in M/G and since K/G is abelian, M/G n K/G

is an ideal in K/G. Hence M/G n K/G is an ideal in L/G and GçM n K<^K,

hence M n K=G. Then M/G = M/M n K=M+,K/K=L/K which is nilpotent.

Then M/coreL (M) is nilpotent. Since C^M, the result follows.

Theorem 3. Le7 L be a solvable Lie algebra and let A be a subalgebra of L. Then

A is a Cartan subalgebra of L if and only if A e M(L).

Proof. Suppose A e M(L). By Lemma 3, A must be nilpotent. Then since A is

self-normalizing in Ax, A is a Cartan subalgebra of Ax. Since Ax/coreAz (Ax) is a

Cartan subalgebra of A2/coreA2 (Ax), A is a Cartan subalgebra of A2. Evidently

we may continue this argument to show that A is a Cartan subalgebra of L.

On the other hand, if A is a Cartan subalgebra of L and L is not nilpotent, then

by Lemma 3 there exists a maximal subalgebra M of L which contains A and

M/coreL (M) is nilpotent. A is a Cartan subalgebra of M so that if M is not nil-

potent then there exists a maximal subalgebra N or M which contains A and

NjcoreM (A) is nilpotent. This may be repeated until we reach a nilpotent subalgebra

K which contains A and A is a Cartan subalgebra of K. Then A — K and the result

holds.

We now turn in another direction. If H is a subalgebra of L it is not true in

general that any Cartan subalgebra of H is the intersection of H with a Cartan

subalgebra of L. However, we find in the next result a case when this is true.

Theorem 4. Let H be a subalgebra ofL such that L = N(L) + H. Then every Cartan

subalgebra K ofH is of the form H n C where C is a Cartan subalgebra ofL and C

contains the L-normalizer of K. If D is any Cartan subalgebra ofL which contains K,

then D = C.
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Proof. Let A" be a Cartan subalgebra of H. For x e K, let Lx be the Fitting null

component of ad x acting on L and let S=C]xeKLx. Since K is nilpotent, K^S.

We claim that S is a Cartan subalgebra of F and that S n //=AT. First, if j £ 5,

then there exists xeK such that y$Lx and then [x, j>] £Fx. Thus [x, j] £ S so

that y is not in the normalizer of S; that is, S is its own normalizer in L. Now

ATç S n H so suppose this inclusion is proper. Each element of K induces a nil-

potent linear transformation on the vector space quotient (S n H)/K, hence by

Engel's Theorem, there exists a one-dimensional subspace of (S n H)/K which is

annihilated by each of these linear transformations. This is equivalent to saying

that there exists an element of S n H which is not in K but is in the normalizer of

K, an impossibility since K is self-normalizing in H. Hence S n H= K.

We claim next that K+N(L) = S + N(L). Evidently K+N(L)çS+N(L) so

suppose the containment is proper. Then every element in K+N(L) induces a

nilpotent linear transformation on (S+N(L))j(K+ N(L)). Again by Engel's

Theorem there exists a one-dimensional subspace of (S+N(L))j(K+ N(L)) which

is annihilated by all of these linear transformations. This is equivalent to saying

that there exists an element of S+N(L) not in K+ N(L) which normalizes K+N(L)

which is impossible since (K+N(L))/N(L) is a Cartan subalgebra of

(H+N(L))¡N(L)=L¡N(L) and so (K+N(L))/N(L) is self-normalizing in

S+NiL)/NiL). Therefore K+N(L) = S+N(L) and

S = Sn (K+N(L)) = K+(Sr\ N(L)).

Now S is nilpotent. For S n N(L) is a nilpotent ideal in S and each element of

K induces a nilpotent linear transformation on S, hence, using Engel's Theorem,

S is nilpotent. Furthermore by the way S is defined the F-normalizer of K is

contained in S.

It remains to show that S is the only Cartan subalgebra of L which contains K.

We use induction on the dimension of L. Suppose that F is another Cartan sub-

algebra of F which contains K and let Nbea minimal ideal of L. Then K+N/N is

contained in S+N/N and F+N/N, so, by induction, S+N=F+N. Suppose

S+N<=L. Since S=K+(S n N(L)), S+N=K+(S n N(L)) + N where S n N(L)

and N are both nilpotent ideals of S + N. Hence S + N is the sum of K and the nil-

radical of S+N, Kis a Cartan subalgebra of itself, and K is contained in S and

F. Since S and F are both Cartan subalgebras of S+N, S=F by induction.

We may now suppose that S+N=L. Since N is an abelian ideal and S is nil-

potent, there exists xe N such that S(I+ad x) = F. Since TV is a minimal ideal in L,

either TVs S or N r\ S=0. In the first case L is nilpotent and S=F. Suppose that

NnS=0. Since S(I+ad x)=F for some xeN, N n F=0. Then K=K+(N n S)

= (K+N)nS and K=K+(N n F) = (K+N) n F. Since x e N, I+adx leaves

K+N invariant. Then K(I+adx) = ((K+N) n S)(I+adx) = (K+N)(I+adx)

n S(I+ ad x) = (K+N) n F=K. Hence 7+ad x leaves A: invariant. This forces x

to be in the F-normalizer of K, hence xe S. Then F=5,(/+ad x) = S.
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Corollary. Let H be a nilpotent subalgebra ofL such that L=H+N(L). Then

there exists a unique Cartan subalgebra C ofL which contains H. C also contains the

normalizer of H.

We can use this corollary to find a characterization of Cartan subalgebras.

Theorem 5. (1) Let K be a Cartan subalgebra of L and N be an ideal ofL. Then

K+N/N is a Cartan subalgebra of L/N, and of H is a subalgebra of L containing K

and H+N/N is nilpotent, then H+N=K+N.

(2) Let 0 = Af0c • • • <=Nr=L be a chain of subalgebras of L such that each is an

ideal in the next and A¡+1/A¡ is nilpotent. Let K^L. If for each i, K+NtIN¡ is nil-

potent and K+Ni/Ni is contained properly in no nilpotent subalgebra of L/Nt, then

K is a Cartan subalgebra ofL.

Proof. (1) This follows from Lemma 3 of [2] and the definition of Cartan

subalgebras.

(2) Use induction on r. If r=l, it is immediate. Now K+Nx/Nx satisfies the

condition of the theorem in L/Nx, hence K+Nx/Nx is a Cartan subalgebra of L/Nx.

Furthermore K=K+N0IN0 is nilpotent by hypothesis. Also K+Nx is the sum of

K and the nil-radical of K+Nx so that by the Corollary K is contained in a Cartan

subalgebra C of K+Nx. Now C=C+N0INQ is nilpotent, hence by hypothesis

C=K. Hence K is a Cartan subalgebra of K+Nx so that, by Lemma 4 of [2], K

must be a Cartan subalgebra of L.

We now turn to the Lie algebra analogue of the cover-avoidance property

possessed by Carter subgroups. We need the following terminology. Let H be a

subalgebra ofL. Let M and A be subalgebras ofL such that N^M, [A, M]^N,

[H, M]çM and [//, N]^N. Then M/N is called an //-factor of L. If there exist

no subalgebras of L contained between M and A which are //-invariant, then

M/N is called an irreducible //-factor. A chain 0=L0<= ■ • • <=Ln=L in which each

adjacent pair is an irreducible //-factor will be called an //-chain. If [M, //]çA,

then M/N is called a central //-factor and in the contrary case, M/N is called an

eccentric //-factor. Evidently irreducible //-factors are either central or [M, H] = M.

The subalgebra N+(M n H) of L lies between A and M. We say that H avoids

M/N if N+(Mr\H) = N and covers M/N if N+ (M n //) = M. Clearly H is in the

normalizer of N+(M n H). Using the analogous terminology for groups, Carters

cover-avoidance theorem shown in [5] is as follows : A Carter subgroup H of the

solvable group G covers all central irreducible //-factors and avoids all eccentric

irreducible //-factors. Before proceeding to the Lie algebra case we need the follow-

ing lemma.

Lemma 4. Let H be a nilpotent subalgebra of L and let M/N be an irreducible

H-factor ofL. Then M+H/N is nilpotent if and only if M/N is H-central.

Proof. Suppose M/N is //-central and note that M+H/N is the sum of M/N

and N+H/N. Since H is nilpotent, N+H/N is nilpotent. Since M/N is an irre-
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ducible //-factor, M/N is abelian. Since H is in the normalizer of M, M/N is an

ideal of M+H/N. Since M/N is //-central, N+H/N is an ideal of M+H/N.

Hence M+H/N is the sum of two nilpotent ideals and is therefore nilpotent. If

M+H/N is nilpotent, then since M/N is a minimal ideal in M+H/N, M/N is

contained in the center of M+H/N. Hence [M, //]çJV and M/N is //-central.

Theorem 6. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of L. Then H covers all central irre-

ducible H-factors and avoids all eccentric irreducible H-factors.

Proof. Let M/N be an irreducible //-factor. Then either N+(M r\ H) = N or

N+(M n H) = M; that is, either H covers M/N or H avoids M/N.

Suppose H avoids M/N and that M/N is //-central. Then by Lemma 4, M+H/N

is nilpotent. Now (N+H)/N is a Cartan subalgebra of L/N and so is a Cartan

subalgebra of M+H/N. But M+H/N is nilpotent, hence M+H=N+H. On the

other hand, H avoids M/N, hence N+(H n M) = N and H n M^N so that

H n M=Hn N. Now M and /V being //-invariant, H n M=Hn N and Z/+ M

= H+ A imply M—N, a contradiction.

Suppose now that // covers M/N and that M/A is //-eccentric. By Lemma 4

M + H/N is not nilpotent. On the other hand, since H covers M/N, N+(M n //)

= M, consequently H+M=H+N+(Hn M) = H+N. Then M+H/N=N+H/N

~/////n N, the latter being nilpotent. This is a contradiction.

Bauman, in the more general setting of formation theory, has found this covering

and avoidance property actually characterizes Carter subgroups. The analogous

property in Lie algebras is the content of

Theorem 7. Let L be a solvable Lie algebra and let {LJ be an H-chain of L such

that H covers L¡ILi-x if and only if Li/Lt^x is H-central. Then H is a Cartan sub-

algebra ofL.

Proof. Considering the chain {Li(~\ H} one sees that His nilpotent. By Lemma 4,

Lj/Li-i is //-central if and only if L¡ + H/L¡ _ x is nilpotent. We therefore use the

hypothesis that H covers Lj/Lj.i if and only if Li + H/Lt-X is nilpotent. We use

induction on dim L and note that the result is trivial if dim L= 1. Assume dim L > 1.

If H=L, then H is a Cartan subalgebra ofL. If //<=L, then H does not cover all the

factors of {L¡}. Choose t minimal so that H covers all factors from Lt to L. Then

since H covers all factors from Lz to L,L = H+L%. Since Lz is //-invariant, L, is an

ideal ofL and since Lz_x is L, and H invariant, Lz^x is an ideal ofL. Furthermore

L/Lz is nilpotent and since H avoids Lz/Lz_x, L/Lz_x is not nilpotent. Furthermore

Lz_! + //<=L, for if not then LZ.X + (H n LZ) = (LZ.X + H) n LZ=L n LZ=LZ which

contradicts H avoiding Lz/Lz_x. In H+Lz-X form the //-invariant chain

{L¡ n (//-l-Lj.!)}. This chain satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. In L/Lz_x

the H+Lz-X/Lz-X invariant chain of homomorphic images of {L,} also satisfies

the hypothesis of the theorem. Assume dimLI_1#0. Then by induction H is a

Cartan subalgebra in H+Lz_x and H+Lz_x/Lz_x is a Cartan subalgebra in L/Lz-X.
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Hence His a Cartan subalgebra in F by Lemma 4 of [2]. Assume dim Lz-X = 0. Then

Lz is a minimal ideal and H is a maximal subalgebra which complements Lz. Then

H~L/LZ is nilpotent and since /Fis a nilpotent maximal subalgebra which comple-

ments a minimal ideal in a nonnilpotent Lie algebra, H is self-normalizing and is

therefore a Cartan subalgebra of L.

We now turn our attention to a Lie algebra counterpart of a splitting property

shown in [11]. Let L\, be the intersection of the lower central series of F and for

F¿ 1 letF'oo be the intersection of the lower central series ofL'ñ1. SinceF is solvable

L}x = 0 for some /. We use analogous notation for the solvable group case. Carter

has shown in [11] that if G is a finite solvable group and if, for some ¿a 1, G'x is

abelian but not the identity of G, then G'M is complemented in G by the relative

system normalizers of a Sylow system of GU"1, all complements of Glm arise this

way and that all complements of G'OT are conjugate. In the Lie algebra case it is

known (see p. 117 of [10]) that if F^ is abelian, then Li, is complemented by pre-

cisely the Cartan subalgebras of F and all such complements are conjugate under

some L+ada, aeLl,. We find a result which generalizes this and is somewhat

analogous to Carter's result.

Theorem 8. Suppose that /_£, is abelian but not 0 for some n ^ 1 and let H be a

Cartan subalgebra of LIT1- Let H0 be the Fitting null component of ad H acting on

L. Then H0 is a complement ofL\, in L. Furthermore ifK is a complement of Li, in L,

then K is the Fitting null component of ad J acting on L where J is a Cartan sub-

algebra ofLZr1. All complements of F„ in L are conjugate by automorphisms of L

of the form 1+ ad x, xeij.

Proof. If n = 1 the result follows from the discussion on p. 117 of [10]. Let n ^ 2.

Then Lr!¿~'í = H+Lnai where H is a Cartan subalgebra of L„ 1, all complements of

LI, in F^o"1 are Cartan subalgebras of LV1 and they are all conjugate under auto-

morphisms of LIT1 of the form 7+ad x, x eL%. Let H0 and Hx be the Fitting null

and one component of ad H acting on F. Since 7/çFV1 and F^"1 is an ideal of L,

/fiSLio-1. Then since L\ is the Fitting one component of ad H acting on F£,_1,

HX=L%. Hence L% is complemented in L by H0.

Let K be an arbitrary complement of F„ in F. Then L'Zr1=Ln00~1 n (K+L%)

=(Lnar1 n K)+Ll, andF£ n (LIT1 n K) = 0, henceF^,-1 n Ais a complement of

Li in F£,_1 and so must be a Cartan subalgebra of F£,-1. Furthermore F^f1 n K

is a nilpotent ideal in K, hence K is the Fitting null component of ad (Lnx~x n K)

acting on K. Since K is a complement of L» and L5, is the Fitting one component

of ad (L%~1 n K) acting on U¿~ x,Kis the Fitting null component of ad (LIT1 n K)

acting on L. Therefore, combining this with the result of the previous paragraph,

the complements of L% in F are precisely the Fitting null components of the Cartan

subalgebras of F„-1 acting on L. Evidently each Cartan subalgebra of L»"1 is

contained in precisely one complement of Lnm in L and each complement of L« in

L contains exactly one Cartan subalgebra of F»~ K
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It remains to show the conjugacy part of the theorem. Let Ki and K2 be two

complements of L£, and let HX = KX n L£,_1 and H2 = K2n LJ,"1. As we have seen

Hx and H2 are Cartan subalgebras of L%"x and these are conjugate in L^~1 under

/+ ad x for some x e LI,. Evidently /+ ad x is also an automorphism of L. Then

since /+ad x leaves L£, invariant and since Kx and K2 are the unique complements

of L% containing Hx and H2 respectively, Kx and K2 are conjugate under /+ ad x.

We record the following result which has been shown in the proof of Theorem 8.

Corollary. Le7 L„, H and K be as in Theorem 8. LAe« H is contained in a unique

complement ofL1^ in L and it is the Fitting null component of H acting on L. Further-

more K contains exactly one Cartan subalgebra ofU^ x and it is of the form K c\ L„" K
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